
Custom Wooden Crates: A Move Central’s Guide 

WHAT IS A CUSTOMER WOODEN CRATE? 📏 
A custom wooden crate is a specially designed and built box or container made of wood, used to 
securely transport or store delicate, fragile, or valuable items. These crates are custom-made to fit the 
specific dimension and needs of the item being moved or stored.  

WHEN TO CONSIDER A CUSTOMER WOODEN CRATE? 🤔 
Long-Distance Moves Protect fragile items from bumps on the road during transit. 🚚 
Long-Term Storage They offer sturdy and secure storage solutions. 🏪 
International Moves Ensure items withstand the rigors of overseas shipping. 🌍 

TOP 10 ITEMS IDEAL FOR CUSTOM WOODEN CRATES 
1. Artwork 🎨	 Expensive paintings, intricate sculptures. 

2. Antiques 🏰	 Vintage wooden furniture, classic grandfather clocks. 

3. Statues 🗿	 Marble or bronze statues, decorative garden sculptures. 
4. Large Décor 🪞 Oversized mirrors, delicate chandeliers.  

5. Musical Instruments 🎻	 Grand pianos, ornate harps, vintage guitars. 
6. Glassware and China Crystal wine glasses, delicate porcelain dinner sets. 
7. Electronics and High-End 

Appliances 📺	
State-of-the-art home theater systems, luxury refrigerators.  

8. High-End Furniture 🪑 Custom-designed sofas, ornate wooden dining tables.  

9. Wine Collections 🍾 Rare vintage wine bottles, delicate champagne flutes.  
10. Personal Items 💼 Family heirlooms, sentimental photo albums.  

PACKING AND HANDLING PROCESS BY PROFESSIONALS 🛠 

Assessment Our experts evaluate the nature and fragility of items. 
Custom Design Wooden crates are tailored to fit the item’s dimensions. 
Cushioning  Specialized materials like foam or padding provide extra protection. 
Secure Fastening Items are anchored securely within the crate to prevent movement. 
Labeling  Each crate is clearly labeled to indicate handling instructions and 

contents. 
ADDITIONAL TIPS 🚀 

Communication Work closely with our professionals to convey specific requirements. 
Insurance Inquire about protection plans for items within the custom crates. 
Reuse  Wooden crates are often reusable; consider keeping them for future 

needs. 
Environmentally friendly Wooden crates are eco-friendly and recyclable. 
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